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Reviews
Minutes & Seconds, is a captivating 
intelligible read for those who strive to 
understand where the “what if” mo-
ment has gone. Succeeding his other 
captivating books, Aievoli’s deep in-
trospective lens dials his readers in to 
awaken the proverbial sleeping giant 
inside of our consciousness. He designs 
an insightful exciting romp through the 
surreal landscape of our society and 
illustrates how various pioneers have 
lead us to a crossroads. I’m truly im-
pressed with Aievoli’s perspicacious 
comprehension of where digital has 
taken us through the hands of these 
select individuals.
Sequoyah Wharton,  
B.A., M.S., Ed.D.,(ABD), 
Fine Artist /Art Educator -  
Brentwood School District 
In creating Minutes & Seconds, Aievoli 
has assembled an interesting compila-
tion of scientists and their respective in-
ventions or contributions that have not 
only changed the world as we know 
it, but have stretched our intellect and 
imaginations.
Jennifer Cusumano, M.A., M.S., Ed.D.
A thoroughly enjoyable and thought 
-provoking book about game-chang-
ing thinkers. As an illustrator, I especially 
appreciate Aievoli’s rich use of imag-
ery in his storytelling. He masterfully uses 
the tools of the digital world to create 
a series of inspirational collages that 
bring the creative pioneering spirit of 
each innovator to life. Minutes & Sec-
onds is a book that invites the reader to 
slow down and step into the world of 
‘What if?’ wonder and possibility.
Mitchell Rigie, Author, Speaker, Trainer, 
Consultant — Partner at  
SmartStorming.com
Minutes & Seconds is an experience. 
It demands your attention, and I do 
mean all of it. The book immediately 
challenges and stimulates your abilities 
in mental stacking and putting piec-
es together. A transition of awareness, 
the book is an activating leap into 
the multi-sensory. Will you go there? 
Or will you resist? Patrick is a power-
ful storyteller, creator and curator. This 
combination of skills assimilated over 
the many years continue to expand 
through out this book. The “what if” 
reminder is simply the one that we 
need more than any other! The “what 
if” theory is our gateway to the infinite 
storehouse of creative potential and 
ultimately the solving of all problems. 
Patrick reminds us, things can always 
be another way, reiterated, expand-
ed upon, and beautifully re-contextu-
alized. Minutes & Seconds harmonizes 
order and chaos through its clean and 
balanced design.
Ryan Seslow, B.F.A., M.F.A., 
Artist / Professor of Art & Design / 
Graphic Designer & Web Designer
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Dedication
This work is dedicated to my mother and father. 
They both knew they had a bit of a “strange one” 
on their hands at an early age.  
But, nevertheless their support and guidance  
never waivered. 
Thank you Josephine and Patsy Aievoli.  
A perfect team of love and caring.  
As I said before “he pedaled and she steered”.
“Love is forever.”
Foreword
Minutes & Seconds: 
In creating Minutes & Seconds, Aievoli has assembled an interesting compilation of scientists and 
their respective inventions or contributions that have not only changed the world as we know it, 
but have stretched our intellect and imaginations.
With careful thought selection and design embeds, the artist and author treats us to both a history 
lesson and visual storytelling that challenges us to consider our past innovations, the works of ge-
nius, that have brought us to where we are today -technologically speaking. By so doing, it’s not 
hard to see the author’s underlying commentary about where technology has taken us, with both 
positive and negative effects. 
With equal parts homage to his scientific heroes, and healthy skepticism of modern day oppor-
tunists, Aievoli makes keen observations about the lasting societal impact of past inventions and 
the intent of the men and women behind them. Conversely, he also raises subtle questions about 
how we have coopted technology for not so quite as noble intentions; how profiteers have trad-
ed scientific and intellectual advancement for thought manipulation, control of information, and 
forced dependency.
Who are the best minds we have today? What are they inventing to help humanity progress? 
Take a broad look at the overall intellectual landscape and ask yourself has technology (and our 
dependency on our gadgets) made us smarter, or lazy?
Because we so readily use technology to fill in for lack of knowledge, or to entertain, distract, 
manage online identities, do we even leave time for ourselves to think? Or, have we lost the ability 
to create, innovate, invent? Where are the tinkerers, explorers, or scientists of our day? If we lose 
those minds, those talents, how will we continue to compete globally?
These are interesting times in which we live, and interesting concepts to consider in the face of 
our ever-changing technological designs and their possible effects on human thought and pro-
ductivity. This book is a beautiful reminder to be ever vigilant, ever aware of where we are letting 
technology take us!
Jennifer Cusumano, M.A., M.S., Ed.D.
To a designer the concept of three (3) is holy 
in its own right. In a successful visual design there 
are always three components – usually dominant, 
sub-dominant and focal point. In a successful 
painting it is called triadic harmony, always keep 
the viewer moving about the page from compo-
nent to component, while using that as motion to 
keep them from diverting off. This is true in most all 
other forms of design; architecture, product and 
industrial.
The three areas I am also referencing are in the 
concept stage of creation; the theory, the ap-
plication of that theory and the inspiration of the 
original concept - the “what if?” moment. That is 
really the core of this series “minutes & seconds” – 
the moment when the pattern reveals itself.
Having been an educator for over 30 years and 
a designer for over 40 the recognizing of patterns 
has always been my main “go to” element in my 
skill set. The engine that has pushed my career 
along has always been pure curiosity – the “what 
if” moment. Today that moment – I believe – is 
gone.
I love technology – always have – since early 
Flash Gordon and Star Trek, Star Wars whatever 
vehicle how we progress has always intrigued me. 
The closer the fiction was to real theories the bet-
ter. I was always fascinated at how diverse theo-
ries were linked together to create anew. Simply 
put – the question of “what if”?
Today in my opinion technology has killed off 
that moment in society. Today we have the an-
swers so quickly we seem not to have the time to 
question. “Professor Google” is right there with the 
answer and we move on to SnapChat with our 
“friends” and show our newest filtered image. 
The use of these digital Libraries of Alexandria 
has been short sheeted to “I know the answer I 
don’t want to remember it nor question it…” Kimye 
has a new selfie up and she/they want to be my 
“friend”. 
It is like the libraries have just taken the old card 
catalogues and dumped them into a big pile 
with no referencing or linkage. Today we wander 
through these heaps grabbing a bit of recorded 
knowledge and then feel like our task has been 
successfully achieved and we move on.
This series – this book – has been structured not 
to give a history lesson nor a technology lesson but 
a simple re-invigorating of the question – “what 
if?” In Italian it is summed up as “cosa succede 
se?” or “Io non lo so”. Later on in college I came 
to understand this is called the Socratic method- 
asking questions.
When Newton developed his theories they were 
based off of his prior knowledge base but proba-
bly using the question of “what if?” then Faraday 
used those theories and postulated his own “what 
if?” and on to Maxwell and Einstein and well – they 
told two friends and so on and so on….
Why entitle the series “minutes & seconds”? As 
Einstein supposedly said, “we invented time so that 
everything doesn’t happen at once”. 
Time is a very confusing factor when combined 
with events. In the world of interaction design time 
and events create the “reality”. Obviously in life this 
is also true. Life is a sequence - and we go from one 
event to another. What I am fascinated by is the 
patterns developed by that sequence, the “what 
if?” moments that occur once those patterns are 
recognized.
The illustrations I created for this book are of indi-
viduals that in my opinion represent the points on 
that line of events. In some cases they are tangen-
tial, and in some cases sequential.
And like those events that formed their successor 
these illustrations are created as sort of a series of 
“digital collages” using the invention of the Knoll 
Brothers. In the heritage of Schwitters, Heartfield 
and Rauschenberg, I don’t claim ownership of the 
original images used in these collages, I don’t claim 
ownership of the articles that accompany these il-
lustrations neither, nor the concept of a “collage” 
nor the concept of a book, but how I put them 
together is the key part. For that is the essence of 
design and I consider myself a designer not just an 
artist. To me art is just one of the tools a designer 
uses to solve a problem.
Engelbart didn’t invent electricity nor did he in-
vent the mechanics used, but he did put those 
concepts together to create a solution - the com-
puter mouse. And Adele Goldberg and her team 
at PARC used that solution to develop the GUI 
(Graphical User Interface) that we all use today - 
everyday. 
Listed below are some of the patterns I recog-
nized to solve the problem of - “how we got to where 
we are in regards to the current use (and abuse) 
of technology in our lives.” The quotations below 
are taken from a diverse range of my research 
for this book and I have hopefully strung them to-
gether to support my own “what if?” moment. 
In his Principia Mathematics, Newton gave the 
foundations of classical mathematics and gravity.
Maxwell’s electromagnetic theories, and the re-
sulting equations, were consequently the greatest 
advance in scientific knowledge since Newton’s 
Principia.
Then the story of two brilliant nineteenth-centu-
ry scientists who discovered the electromagnetic 
field, laying the groundwork for the amazing tech-
nological and theoretical breakthroughs of the 
twentieth century.
With Herschel, Babbage worked on the electro-
dynamics of Arago’s rotations, publishing in 1825. 
Their explanations were only transitional, being 
picked up and broadened by Michael Faraday.
Ada [Lovelace] was fascinated by Babbage’s 
ideas. Known as the father of the computer, he in-
vented the difference engine, which was meant to 
perform mathematical calculations. 
Maxwell had originated the idea of representing 
physical phenomena with a field theory governed 
by mathematical equations, and in tribute to this 
Einstein later said: This change in conception of re-
ality is the most profound and the most fruitful that 
physics has experienced since the time of Newton.
And so on, and so on…
Patterns will always amaze me but they do pro-
pose a larger force at work. One day we will all find 
out what that force is and what the plan was that 
they had in mind. And I do firmly believe there was 
or is a plan because as Einstein also supposedly said 
“I, at any rate, am convinced that He does not 
throw dice.”
Patrick Aievoli - 2018
Preface
Sir Isaac Newton
(1643 - 1727) 
Isaac Newton (January 4, 1643 to March 31, 
1727) was a physicist and mathematician who 
developed the principles of modern physics, 
including the laws of motion, and is credited 
as one of the great minds of the 17th century 
Scientific Revolution. In 1687, he published his 
most acclaimed work, Philosophiae Naturalis 
Principia Mathematica (Mathematical Prin-
ciples of Natural Philosophy), which has been 
called the single most influential book on phys-
ics. In 1705, he was knighted by Queen Anne of 
England, making him Sir Isaac Newton. 
Isaac Newton’s Discoveries
Newton made discoveries in optics, motion 
and mathematics. Newton theorized that white 
light was a composite of all colors of the spec-
trum, and that light was composed of particles. 
His momentous book on physics, Principia, con-
tains information on nearly all of the essential 
concepts of physics except energy, ultimately 
helping him to explain the laws of motion and 
the theory of gravity. Along with mathemati-
cian Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz, Newton is 
credited for developing essential theories of 
calculus. 
Read More at:
https://www.biography.com/people/isaac-new-
ton-9422656
Isaac of all trades. English scientist and math-
ematician Isaac Newton is most famous for his 
law of gravitation, and was instrumental in the 
scientific revolution of the 17th century. Above: A 
photo of Newton Investigating Light, a portrayal 
of Isaac Newton created by J A Houston, circa 
1879. (Photo by UniversalImagesGroup.)
(Photo: Universal History Archive/Getty Images)
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Michael Faraday 
(1791-1867) 
English physicist and chemist whose many exper-
iments contributed greatly to the understanding 
of electromagnetism.
Faraday, who became one of the greatest sci-
entists of the 19th century, began his career as a 
chemist. He wrote a manual of practical chem-
istry that reveals his mastery of the technical as-
pects of his art, discovered a number of new 
organic compounds, among them benzene, 
and was the first to liquefy a “permanent” gas 
(i.e., one that was believed to be incapable of 
liquefaction). His major contribution, however, 
was in the field of electricity and magnetism. 
He was the first to produce an electric current 
from a magnetic field, invented the first electric 
motor and dynamo, demonstrated the relation 
between electricity and chemical bonding, dis-
covered the effect of magnetism on light, and 
discovered and named diamagnetism, the pe-
culiar behaviour of certain substances in strong 
magnetic fields. He provided the experimental, 
and a good deal of the theoretical, foundation 
upon which James Clerk Maxwell erected classi-
cal electromagnetic field theory.
Read More at:
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Michael-Faraday
2
Charles Babbage
(1791-1871) 
Charles Babbage (1791-1871), computer pio-
neer, designed two classes of engine, Differ-
ence Engines, and Analytical Engines. Differ-
ence engines are so called because of the 
mathematical principle on which they are 
based, namely, the method of finite differenc-
es. The beauty of the method is that it uses only 
arithmetical addition and removes the need 
for multiplication and division which are more 
difficult to implement mechanically.
Difference engines are strictly calculators. They 
crunch numbers the only way they know how 
- by repeated addition according to the meth-
od of finite differences. They cannot be used 
for general arithmetical calculation. The Ana-
lytical Engine is much more than a calculator 
and marks the progression from the mecha-
nized arithmetic of calculation to fully-fledged 
general-purpose computation. There were at 
least three designs at different stages of the 
evolution of his ideas. So it is strictly correct to 
refer to the Analytical Engines in the plural.
Read More at:
http://www.computerhistory.org/babbage/
engines/
3
Ada Lovelace
(1815-1852) 
Ada Lovelace (1815-1852) was born Augusta 
Ada Byron, the only legitimate child of Annabel-
la Milbanke and the poet Lord Byron. Her moth-
er, Lady Byron, had mathematical training (Byron 
called her his ‘Princess of Parallelograms’) and 
insisted that Ada, who was tutored privately, 
study mathematics too - an unusual education 
for a woman.
Ada met Babbage at a party in 1833 when she 
was seventeen and was entranced when Bab-
bage demonstrated the small working section of 
the Engine to her. She intermitted her mathemat-
ical studies for marriage and motherhood but 
resumed when domestic duties allowed. In 1843 
she published a translation from the French of 
an article on the Analytical Engine by an Italian 
engineer, Luigi Menabrea, to which Ada added 
extensive notes of her own. The Notes included 
the first published description of a stepwise se-
quence of operations for solving certain math-
ematical problems and Ada is often referred to 
as ‘the first programmer’. The collaboration with 
Babbage was close and biographers debate 
the extent and originality of Ada’s contribution.
Read More at:
http://www.computerhistory.org/babbage/ad-
alovelace/
4
James Clerk Maxwell 
(1831-1879)
James Clerk Maxwell was a Scottish physicist, best 
known for developing electromagnetic theory. As 
a child he was interested in colour and shapes, 
which attracted him to study mathematics and 
natural philosophy. He wrote his first scientific pa-
per at the age of 14, which was presented to the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh on his behalf as he was 
too young to attend. He studied at the universities 
of Edinburgh and Cambridge, supplementing this 
by carrying out his own experiments and studies 
during summer holidays on his family’s Scottish es-
tate.
Maxwell became Professor of Natural Philosophy 
at Marischal College, Aberdeen in 1856. While at 
Aberdeen he studied the dynamics of Saturn’s 
rings, proposing that they were made up of many 
small particles rather than being solid. This was 
confirmed experimentally several decades later.
Read More at:
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/onlinestuff/
People/James Clerk Maxwell 183179.aspx
5
Albert Einstein
(1879-1955) 
Albert Einstein was born at Ulm, in Württemberg, 
Germany, on March 14, 1879. Six weeks later the 
family moved to Munich, where he later on be-
gan his schooling at the Luitpold Gymnasium. Lat-
er, they moved to Italy and Albert continued his 
education at Aarau, Switzerland and in 1896 he 
entered the Swiss Federal Polytechnic School in 
Zurich to be trained as a teacher in physics and 
mathematics. In 1901, the year he gained his di-
ploma, he acquired Swiss citizenship and, as he 
was unable to find a teaching post, he accepted 
a position as technical assistant in the Swiss Patent 
Office. In 1905 he obtained his doctor’s degree.
During his stay at the Patent Office, and in his spare 
time, he produced much of his remarkable work 
and in 1908 he was appointed Privatdozent in 
Berne. In 1909 he became Professor Extraordinary 
at Zurich, in 1911 Professor of Theoretical Physics 
at Prague, returning to Zurich in the following year 
to fill a similar post. In 1914 he was appointed Di-
rector of the Kaiser Wilhelm Physical Institute and 
Professor in the University of Berlin. He became a 
German citizen in 1914 and remained in Berlin until 
1933 when he renounced his citizenship for politi-
cal reasons and emigrated to America to take the 
position of Professor of Theoretical Physics at Princ-
eton*. He became a United States citizen in 1940 
and retired from his post in 1945.
Read More at:
https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/
laureates/1921/einstein-bio.html
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7Thomas Alva Edison(1847-1931) In 1869, at 22 years old, Edison moved to New York City and developed his first invention, an improved stock ticker called the Universal 
Stock Printer, which synchronized several stock 
tickers’ transactions. The Gold and Stock Tele-
graph Company was so impressed, they paid 
him $40,000 for the rights. With this success, he 
quit his work as a telegrapher to devote him-
self full-time to inventing.
By the early 1870s, Thomas Edison had ac-
quired a reputation as a first-rate inventor. In 
1870, he set up his first small laboratory and 
manufacturing facility in Newark, New Jersey, 
and employed several machinists. As an in-
dependent entrepreneur, Edison formed nu-
merous partnerships and developed products 
for the highest bidder. Often that was West-
ern Union Telegraph Company, the industry 
leader, but just as often, it was one of Western 
Union’s rivals. In one such instance, Edison de-
vised for Western Union the quadruplex tele-
graph, capable of transmitting two signals 
in two different directions on the same wire, 
but railroad tycoon Jay Gould snatched the 
invention from Western Union, paying Edison 
more than $100,000 in cash, bonds and stock, 
and generating years of litigation.
In 1876, Edison moved his expanding opera-
tions to Menlo Park, New Jersey, and built an 
independent industrial research facility incor-
porating machine shops and laboratories. 
That same year, Western Union encouraged 
him to develop a communication device to 
compete with Alexander Graham Bell’s tele-
phone. He never did. However, in December 
of 1877, Edison developed a method for re-
cording sound: the phonograph. Though not 
commercially viable for another decade, the 
invention brought him worldwide fame. 
Thomas Edison, the Light Bulb and Electricity
While Thomas Edison was not the inventor of 
the first light bulb, he came up with the tech-
nology that helped bring it to the masses. 
Edison was driven to perfect a commercial-
ly practical, efficient incandescent light bulb 
following English inventor Humphry Davy’s in-
vention of the first early electric arc lamp in 
the early 1800s. Over the decades following 
Davy’s creation, scientists such as Warren de 
la Rue, Joseph Wilson Swan, Henry Woodward 
and Mathew Evans had worked to perfect 
electric light bulbs or tubes using a vacuum 
but were unsuccessful in their attempts. 
After buying Woodward and Evans’ patent 
and making improvements in his design, Edi-
son was granted a patent for his own improved 
light bulb in 1879. He began to manufacture 
and market it for widespread use. In January 
1880, Edison set out to develop a company 
that would deliver the electricity to power 
and light the cities of the world. That same 
year, Edison founded the Edison Illuminating 
Company—the first investor-owned electric 
utility—which later became the General Elec-
tric Corporation. In 1881, he left Menlo Park to 
establish facilities in several cities where elec-
trical systems were being installed. In 1882, the 
Pearl Street generating station provided 110 
volts of electrical power to 59 customers in 
lower Manhattan. 
Read More at:
https://www.biography.com/people/thom-
as-edison-9284349
Credit: General Eectric
Karl Ferdinand Braun
(1850 -1918) 
Karl Ferdinand Braun - studied at the Universities 
of Marburg and Berlin and graduated in 1872 with 
a paper on the oscillations of elastic strings. He 
worked as assistant to Professor Quincke at Würz-
burg University and in 1874 accepted a teach-
ing appointment to the St. Thomas Gymnasium 
in Leipzig. Two years later he was appointed Ex-
traordinary Professor of Theoretical Physics at the 
University of Marburg, and in 1880 he was invited 
to fill a similar post at Strasbourg University. Braun 
was made Professor of Physics at the Technische 
Hochschule in Karlsruhe in 1883 and was finally in-
vited by the University of Tübingen in 1885; one of 
his tasks there was to build a new Physics Institute. 
Ten years later, in 1895, he returned to Strasbourg 
as Principal of the Physics Institute, where he re-
mained, in spite of an invitation from Leipzig Uni-
versity to succeed G. Wiedemann.
Braun’s first investigations were concerned with 
oscillations of strings and elastic rods, especially 
with regard to the influence of the amplitude and 
environment of rods on their oscillations. Other 
studies were based on thermodynamic principles, 
such as those on the influence of pressure on the 
solubility of solids.
His most important works, however, were in the 
field of electricity. He published papers on devi-
ations from Ohm’s law and on the calculations 
of the electromotive force of reversible galvanic 
elements from thermal sources. His practical ex-
periments led him to invent what is now called 
Braun’s electrometer, and also a cathode-ray os-
cillograph, constructed in 1897.
Read More at:
https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/
laureates/1909/braun-bio.html
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9Nikola Tesla(1856 - 1943) Nikola Tesla, (born July 9/10, 1856, Smiljan, Aus-trian Empire [now in Croatia]—died January 7, 
1943, New York, New York, U.S.), Serbian Amer-
ican inventor and engineer who discovered 
and patented the rotating magnetic field, the 
basis of most alternating-current machinery. 
He also developed the three-phase system of 
electric power transmission. He immigrated to 
the United States in 1884 and sold the patent 
rights to his system of alternating-current dy-
namos, transformers, and motors to George 
Westinghouse. In 1891 he invented the Tesla 
coil, an induction coil widely used in radio 
technology.
Tesla was from a family of Serbian origin. His 
father was an Orthodox priest; his mother was 
unschooled but highly intelligent. As he ma-
tured, he displayed remarkable imagination 
and creativity as well as a poetic touch.
Training for an engineering career, he attend-
ed the Technical University at Graz, Austria, 
and the University of Prague. At Graz he first 
saw the Gramme dynamo, which operated 
as a generator and, when reversed, became 
an electric motor, and he conceived a way to 
use alternating current to advantage. Later, 
at Budapest, he visualized the principle of the 
rotating magnetic field and developed plans 
for an induction motor that would become 
his first step toward the successful utilization 
of alternating current. In 1882 Tesla went to 
work in Paris for the Continental Edison Com-
pany, and, while on assignment to Strassburg 
in 1883, he constructed, after work hours, his 
first induction motor. Tesla sailed for America 
in 1884, arriving in New York with four cents in 
his pocket, a few of his own poems, and cal-
culations for a flying machine. He first found 
employment with Thomas Edison, but the two 
inventors were far apart in background and 
methods, and their separation was inevitable.
In May 1888 George Westinghouse, head of 
the Westinghouse Electric Company in Pitts-
burgh, bought the patent rights to Tesla’s 
polyphase system of alternating-current dy-
namos, transformers, and motors. The trans-
action precipitated a titanic power struggle 
between Edison’s direct-current systems and 
the Tesla-Westinghouse alternating-current 
approach, which eventually won out.
Tesla soon established his own laboratory, 
where his inventive mind could be given free 
rein. He experimented with shadowgraphs 
similar to those that later were to be used by 
Wilhelm Röntgen when he discovered X-rays 
in 1895. Tesla’s countless experiments included 
work on a carbon button lamp, on the power 
of electrical resonance, and on various types 
of lighting.
Read More at:
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ni-
kola-Tesla
Credit: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/631744
Philo T. Farnsworth
(1906 - 1971)
American inventor who developed the first all-elec-
tronic television system.
Farnsworth was a technical prodigy from an ear-
ly age. An avid reader of science magazines as a 
teenager, he became interested in the problem of 
television and was convinced that mechanical sys-
tems that used, for example, a spinning disc would 
be too slow to scan and assemble images many 
times a second. Only an electronic system could 
scan and assemble an image fast enough, and by 
1922 he had worked out the basic outlines of elec-
tronic television.
In 1923, while still in high school, Farnsworth also en-
tered Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah, as a 
special student. However, his father’s death in Janu-
ary 1924 meant that he had to leave Brigham Young 
and work to support his family while finishing high 
school.
Farnsworth had to postpone his dream of develop-
ing television. In 1926 he went to work for charity 
fund-raisers George Everson and Leslie Gorrell. He 
convinced them to go into a partnership to produce 
his television system.
Read More at:
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Philo-Farn-
sworth
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Alan Turing
(1912-1954) 
Alan Turing, in full Alan Mathison Turing, (born June 
23, 1912, London, England—died June 7, 1954, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire), British mathematician and lo-
gician, who made major contributions to mathe-
matics, cryptanalysis, logic, philosophy, and math-
ematical biology and also to the new areas later 
named computer science, cognitive science, ar-
tificial intelligence, and artificial life.
Early Life And Career
The son of a civil servant, Turing was educated at 
a top private school. He entered the University of 
Cambridge to study mathematics in 1931. After 
graduating in 1934, he was elected to a fellowship 
at King’s College (his college since 1931) in recog-
nition of his research in probability theory. In 1936 
Turing’s seminal paper “On Computable Numbers, 
with an Application to the Entscheidungsproblem 
[Decision Problem]” was recommended for pub-
lication by the American mathematical logician 
Alonzo Church, who had himself just published a 
paper that reached the same conclusion as Tur-
ing’s, although by a different method. Turing’s 
method (but not so much Church’s) had profound 
significance for the emerging science of comput-
ing. Later that year Turing moved to Princeton Uni-
versity to study for a Ph.D. in mathematical logic 
under Church’s direction (completed in 1938).
Read More at:
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Alan-Turing
©
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Grace Murray Hopper
(1906-1992) 
Born in New York City in 1906, Grace Hopper 
joined the U.S. Navy during World War II and was 
assigned to program the Mark I computer. She 
continued to work in computing after the war, 
leading the team that created the first computer 
language compiler, which led to the popular CO-
BOL language. She resumed active naval service 
at the age of 60, becoming a rear admiral before 
retiring in 1986. Hopper died in Virginia in 1992.
Early Life
Born Grace Brewster Murray in New York City on 
December 9, 1906, Grace Hopper studied math 
and physics at Vassar College. After graduating 
from Vassar in 1928, she proceeded to Yale Univer-
sity, where, in 1930, she received a master’s de-
gree in mathematics. That same year, she married 
Vincent Foster Hopper, becoming Grace Hopper 
(a name that she kept even after the couple’s 
1945 divorce). Starting in 1931, Hopper began 
teaching at Vassar while also continuing to study 
at Yale, where she earned a Ph.D. in mathematics 
in 1934—becoming one of the first few woman to 
earn such a degree.
Read More at:
https://www.biography.com/people/grace-hop-
per-21406809
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Pierre Etienne Bezier
(1910-1999) 
Pierre Etienne Bezier was born on September 1, 
1910 in Paris. Son and grandson of engineers, he 
chose this profession too and enrolled to study 
mechanical engineering at the Ecole des Arts 
et Metiers and received his degree in 1930. In 
the same year he entered the Ecole Superieure 
d’Electricite and earnt a second degree in electri-
cal engineering in 1931. In 1977, 46 years later, he 
received his DSc degree in mathematics from the 
University of Paris.
In 1933, aged 23, Bezier entered Renault and 
worked for this company for 42 years. He started 
as Tool Setter, became Tool Designer in 1934 and 
Head of the Tool Design Office in 1945. In 1948, 
as Director of Production Engineering he was re-
sponsable for the design of the transfer lines pro-
ducing most of the 4 CV mechanical parts. In 1957, 
he became Director of Machine Tool Division and 
was responsable for the automatic assembly of 
mechanical components, and for the design and 
production of an NC drilling and milling machine, 
most probably one of the first machines in Europe. 
Bezier become managing staff member for tech-
nical development in 1960 and held this position 
until 1975 when he retired.
Read More at:
http://www.engology.com/eng5bezier.htm#se-
lection-11.0-15.701
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Gordon Moore
(1929-) 
Gordon Moore, in full Gordon E. Moore, (born Jan-
uary 3, 1929, San Francisco, California), American 
engineer and cofounder, with Robert Noyce, of 
Intel Corporation.
From Shockley To Intel
Moore was particularly excited about the poten-
tial of the transistor, a recent invention awaiting the 
development of practical manufacturing tech-
niques. In 1956 Moore returned to California to work 
at Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory, which 
William Shockley, one of the Nobel Prize-winning 
inventors of the transistor, had just opened in Palo 
Alto. The new laboratory was researching manu-
facturing methods for silicon-based transistors, but 
after a hectic year-and-a-half under Shockley’s 
management—capped by an appeal by Moore 
and others that the company hire a professional 
manager—Moore and seven colleagues resigned 
and joined with Fairchild Camera and Instrument 
Corporation to form a new company, Fairchild 
Semiconductor Corporation, in Santa Clara.
Read More at:
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Gor-
don-Moore
Credit: Carnegie Mellon University, Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering
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Douglas Engelbart
(1925 - 2013) 
Born on January 30, 1925, in Portland, Oregon, Doug-
las C. Engelbart was a pioneer in the design of in-
teractive computer environments who invented the 
computer mouse in 1964. He also created the first 
two-dimensional editing system, and was the first 
to demonstrate the use of mixed text-graphics and 
shared-screen viewing. He was director of SRI Inter-
national’s Augmentation Research Center in Palo 
Alto and founded Stanford University’s Bootstrap 
Project. Engelbart died in Atherton, California, on 
July 2, 2013, at age 88. 
Douglas C. Engelbart went on to earn a Ph.D. in 
electrical engineering from the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley, in 1955. After returning to the school 
for a stint as an acting assistant professor, Engelbart 
began a career at the Stanford Research Institute 
(later renamed SRI International). Around this same 
time, he began focusing on an approach that he 
termed “bootstrapping,” in which he asserted the 
fields of engineering and science would be great-
ly improved if computer power were shared among 
researchers.
In the early 1960s, Engelbart founded SRI Internation-
al’s Augmentation Research Center in Palo Alto in 
an effort to further research information processing 
and computer-sharing tools and methods. Soon af-
ter, Engelbart designed and was the primary devel-
oper of the oN-Line System, also known as NLS, a rev-
olutionary computer-sharing system.
In 1964, Engelbart conceptualized and created the 
first design for the computer mouse. While Engelbart 
believed that the point-and-click computer device 
could be equipped with up to 10 buttons, the first 
mouse would have just three. The inventor went on 
to create the first two-dimensional editing system, 
and was the first to demonstrate the use of mixed 
text-graphics and shared-screen viewing.
Engelbart served as director of the Augmentation 
Research Center from its inception until 1977. The 
center was transferred to Tymshare in 1978, with NLS 
being renamed “Augment. In 1989, Engelbart found-
ed the Bootstrap Project at Stanford University.
Read More at:
https://www.biography.com/people/douglas-c-en-
gelbart-9287574
Credit: APIC/Getty Images
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Vint Cerf
(1943 -) 
At Google, Vint Cerf contributes to global policy 
development and continued spread of the Inter-
net. Widely known as one of the “Fathers of the In-
ternet,” Cerf is the co-designer of the TCP/IP proto-
cols and the architecture of the Internet.   He has 
served in executive positions at the Internet Society, 
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 
Numbers, the American Registry for Internet Num-
bers, MCI, the Corporation for National Research 
Initiatives and the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency and on the faculty of Stanford Uni-
versity.
Vint Cerf sits on US National Science Board and is 
a Visiting Scientist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
Cerf is a Fellow of the IEEE, ACM, American Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Science, American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, British Computer 
Society, Worshipful Company of Information Tech-
nologists, Worshipful Company of Stationers and is a 
member of the National Academy of Engineering.
Cerf is a recipient of numerous awards and com-
mendations in connection with his work on the In-
ternet, including the US Presidential Medal of Free-
dom, US National Medal of Technology, the Queen 
Elizabeth Prize for Engineering, the Prince of Asturias 
Award, the Japan Prize, the Charles Stark Draper 
award, the ACM Turing Award, the Legion d’Hon-
neur and 25 honorary degrees.
Read More at:
https://royalsociety.org/people/vint-cerf-12851/
© Klaus Tschira Stiftung / Peter Badge
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Ted Nelson
(1940 -) 
Theodor Holm “Ted” Nelson (born June 17, 1937) is 
an American pioneer of information technology, 
philosopher, and sociologist. He coined the terms 
hypertext and hypermedia in 1963 and published 
them in 1965.[1] 
Nelson earned a B.A. in philosophy from Swarth-
more College in 1959. While there, he made an 
experimental humorous student film titled The 
Epiphany of Slocum Furlow, in which the titular 
hero discovers the meaning of life. His contempo-
rary at the college, musician and composer Pe-
ter Schickele, scored the film.[6] Following a year 
of graduate study in sociology at the University of 
Chicago, Nelson began graduate work in philoso-
phy at Harvard University in 1960, ultimately earn-
ing an A.M. in sociology from the Department of 
Social Relations in 1963. During his graduate stud-
ies, Nelson was a photographer and filmmaker at 
John C. Lilly’s Communication Research Institute 
in Miami, Florida, where he briefly shared an office 
with Gregory Bateson. From 1964 to 1966, he was 
an instructor in sociology at Vassar College.[7]
During college and graduate school, he envi-
sioned a computer-based writing system that 
would provide a lasting repository for the world’s 
knowledge, and also permit greater flexibility of 
drawing connections between ideas. This came 
to be known as Project Xanadu.
Much later in life, he obtained a Ph.D. in media 
and governance from Keio University in 2002.
Read More at:
http://www.computerhistory.org/fellowawards/
hall/john-warnock/
© Ed Kashi/CORBIS
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John Warnock
(1940 -) 
John Warnock was born in Salt Lake City, Utah, in 
1940. He holds a B.S. in mathematics and philoso-
phy (1961), an M.S. in mathematics (1964), and a 
Ph.D. in electrical engineering (1969), all from the 
University of Utah.
Warnock joined Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center 
(PARC) in 1978, where he was a principal scientist 
in their computer sciences laboratory working on 
interactive graphics. As part of his responsibilities, 
Warnock, along with colleague Chuck Geschke 
and others, developed a printer protocol called 
Interpress.
When Xerox declined to pursue the Interpress 
idea further, Warnock and Geschke started their 
own company, Adobe. Their work evolved into 
the PostScript page description language, which, 
when combined in 1985 with hardware from Apple 
Computer, formed the first “desktop publishing” 
(DTP) system. DTP systems allowed nearly anyone 
to electronically compose documents and print 
them as they appeared on the screen. This new 
approach to electronic printing allowed business 
users to greatly improve the quality and efficiency 
of their document production.
Read More at:
http://www.computerhistory.org/fellowawards/
hall/john-warnock/
© Ed Kashi/CORBIS
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Adele Goldberg
(1945 - )
A computer scientist who participated in the de-
velopment of the programming language Small-
talk-80 and various concepts related to object 
oriented programming while a researcher at the 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, PARC, in the 
1970s. She eventually became manager of the 
System Concepts Laboratory where she, Alan 
Kay, and others developed Smalltalk-80. She and 
Kay also were involved in the development of 
design templates, forerunners of the design pat-
terns commonly used in software design. In 1988 
she left PARC to co-found ParcPlace Systems, a 
company that created development tools for 
Smalltalk-based applications. She served as pres-
ident of the Association for Computing Machin-
ery (ACM) from 1984 to 1986, and, together with 
Alan Kay and Dan Ingalls, received the ACM Soft-
ware Systems Award in 1987. She also received PC 
Magazine’s Lifetime Achievement Award in 1990. 
In 1994 she was inducted as a Fellow of the As-
sociation for Computing Machinery. Many of the 
concepts she and her team developed at PARC 
became the basis for graphically based user inter-
faces, replacing the earlier command line based 
systems. She has reported that, Steve Jobs de-
manded a demonstration of the Smalltalk System, 
which she refused to give him. Her superiors even-
tually ordered her to comply, and she did, satis-
fied that the decision to “give away the kitchen 
sink” to Jobs and his team was then their responsi-
bility. Apple eventually used many of the ideas in 
the Alto and their implementations as the basis for 
their Macintosh desktop. She is currently working 
for Neometron, Inc., of Palo Alto, California. 
Read More at:
https://www.ithistory.org/honor-roll/dr-adele-
goldberg
Smalltalk screenshot – © PARC (Palo Alto 
Research Center, Incorporated)
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Steve Wozniak
(1950 - ) 
Steve Wozniak was born in San Jose, California, on 
August 11, 1950. In partnership with his friend Steve 
Jobs, Wozniak invented the Apple I computer. The 
pair founded Apple Computers in 1976 with Ron-
ald Wayne, releasing some of the first personal 
computers on the market. Wozniak also personally 
developed the next model, Apple II, which estab-
lished Apple as a major player in microcomputing.
Founding Apple Computer
The son of an engineer at Lockheed Martin, Ste-
phen Gary Wozniak, born on August 11, 1950, 
was fascinated by electronics at an early age. 
Although he was never a star student in the tradi-
tional sense, Wozniak had an aptitude for building 
working electronics from scratch.
During his brief stint at the University of California 
at Berkeley, Steve Wozniak met Steve Jobs, who 
was still in high school, through a mutual friend. 
The two later paired up to form Apple Computer 
on April 1, 1976, prompting Wozniak to quit his job 
at Hewlett-Packard.
Working out of a family garage, he and Jobs at-
tempted to produce a user-friendly alternative 
to the computers that were being introduced 
by International Business Machines at that time. 
Wozniak worked on the invention of products, and 
Jobs was responsible for marketing.
Read More at:
https://www.biography.com/people/steve-
wozniak-9537334
© Apple-1 at Smithsonian
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Jim Clark
(1944 -) 
James Clark was born on March 23, 1944, in Plain-
view, Texas. At Stanford, he developed a program 
called the Geometry Engine. He started Silicon 
Graphics Inc. in 1981 before quitting the company 
in 1994. The same day, he and Marc Andreessen 
agreed to launch Netscape. It was sold to Amer-
ica Online in 1999, but Clark had already started 
a new venture by then, Healtheon, which would 
soon merge with WebMD.
Early Life
From his poverty-stricken childhood in Texas, Jim 
Clark rose to become one of the most famous 
and successful high-tech entrepreneurs in the 
world. Born in 1944, Clark was a strong-willed boy 
with a rebellious streak that became more pro-
nounced after his parents divorced when he was 
14. His mother supported him and his two siblings 
on $225 a month (she now lives in a house bought 
with Netscape stock that her son gave her).
Entrepreneurial Success
At Stanford, he developed a program called the 
Geometry Engine which generated three-dimen-
sional computer graphics. He left academia in 
1981 to start Silicon Graphics Incorporated with 
$25,000 he borrowed from a friend. By 1986,the 
company had revenues of $40 million and had 
revolutionized the design process for everything 
from bridges and airplanes to special effects for 
movies, including Terminator 2 (1991) and Jurassic 
Park (1993).
As the company grew, shareholders brought in 
more conservative management who put the 
reins on Clark’s freewheeling style. Clark, rumored 
to have an explosive temper, felt stifled. In 1994, 
he quit the company and sold his stock.
Read More at:
https://www.biography.com/people/james-
clark-9542204
© SGI
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John Knoll
(1962 -) 
John Knoll (born October 6, 1962) is an Ameri-
can visual effects supervisor and chief creative 
officer (CCO) at Industrial Light & Magic (ILM).
[1] One of the original creators of Adobe Pho-
toshop (along with his brother, Thomas Knoll), 
he has also worked as visual effects supervisor 
on the Star Wars prequels and the 1997 special 
editions of the original trilogy. He also served as 
ILM’s visual effects supervisor for Star Trek Gen-
erations and Star Trek: First Contact, as well as 
the Pirates of the Caribbean series. Along with 
Hal Hickel, Charles Gibson and Allen Hall, Knoll 
and the trio’s work on Pirates of the Caribbean: 
Dead Man’s Chest earned them the Academy 
Award for Best Visual Effects.[2]
Knoll has been praised by directors James Cam-
eron, Gore Verbinski, Guillermo del Toro, and 
Brad Bird. Del Toro, who worked with Knoll for the 
first time on Pacific Rim, stated “He basically has 
the heart of a kid and the mind of a scientist, 
and that’s a great combination.”[3]
Knoll is also the inventor of Knoll Light Factory, 
a lens flare generating software inspired by his 
work at Industrial Light and Magic.
Read More at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Knoll
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Sir Tim Berners-Lee
(1955 -) 
The inventor of the World Wide Web and one of 
Time Magazine’s ‘100 Most Important People of the 
20th Century’, Sir Tim Berners-Lee is a scientist and 
academic whose visionary and innovative work 
has transformed almost every aspect of our lives.
Having invented the Web in 1989 while work-
ing at CERN and subsequently working to ensure 
it was made freely available to all, Berners-Lee is 
now dedicated to enhancing and protecting the 
web’s future. He is a Founding Director of the World 
Wide Web Foundation, which seeks to ensure the 
web serves humanity by establishing it as a global 
public good and a basic right. He is also Director 
of the World Wide Web Consortium, a global web 
standards organisation he founded in 1994 to lead 
the web to its full potential. In 2012 he co-founded 
the Open Data Institute (ODI) which advocates for 
Open Data in the UK and globally. Sir Tim has ad-
vised a number of governments and corporations 
on ongoing digital strategies. A graduate of Oxford 
University, Sir Tim presently holds academic posts at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at CSAIL 
(Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab), 
(USA) and the University of Oxford (UK).
Sir Tim has received multiple accolades in recent 
years. These include receiving the first Queen’ Eliz-
abeth Prize for Engineering in 2013, election as a 
Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sci-
ences in 2009 and being knighted by H.M. Queen 
Elizabeth in 2004. He has received over 10 honor-
ary doctorates, is a member of the Internet Hall of 
Fame, and was awarded the Finland Millennium 
Prize in 2004, and the A.M. Turing Award — often 
called ‘computing’s Nobel Prize’ — in 2016. In 2007, 
Berners-Lee was awarded the UK’s Order of Merit 
– a personal gift of the monarch limited to just 24 
living recipients. In 2012, he played a starring role in 
the opening ceremony for the Olympics, where, in 
front of an audience of some 900 million, he tweet-
ed: “This is for everyone”.
Read More at:
https://webfoundation.org/about/sir-tim-berners-
lee/
© CERN
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Marc Andreessen
(1971 -) 
Marc Andreessen, an American inventor, was 
born in Iowa and grew up in Wisconsin. While 
studying at the University of Illinois-Champagne, 
Andreessen became interested in the newly cre-
ated Internet and started a graphic based brows-
er to search the web. The company he created, 
Netscape, went public in 1995, but immediately 
began the “browser wars” with Microsoft.
Early Life
Inventor, Businessman. Born July 9, 1971 in Cedar 
Falls, Iowa, Marc Andreessen, co-founder of Net-
scape and inventor of the graphical Web brows-
er, got bored with computers before he even 
made it through high school. Although the tall, 
blond boy, who grew up in New Lisbon, Wisconsin, 
taught himself BASIC programming from a library 
book at age nine, by high school he’d run out of 
things to do with the his TRS-80, one of the primitive 
personal computers available in the mid-1980s. At 
the University of Illinois in Champaign, Andreessen 
only majored in computer science because he 
wasn’t doing well in electrical engineering. Even 
with his new major, he frequently skipped class or 
dozed off, he later claimed.
Creation of Mosaic
While working in a physics lab at college, Andrees-
sen felt his old interest in computers rekindled 
when he noticed scientists sharing their work with 
other universities via the Internet in the early 1990s.
Read More at:
https://www.biography.com/people/marc-an-
dreessen-9542208
© Ed Kashi/CORBIS
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Jeff Bezos
(1964 -) 
Jeff Bezos was born on January 12, 1964, in Albu-
querque, New Mexico, to a teenage mother, Jack-
lyn Gise Jorgensen, and his biological father, Ted 
Jorgensen. The Jorgensens were married less than 
a year, and when Bezos was 4 years old his mother 
re-married, to Cuban immigrant Mike Bezos.
As a child, Jeff Bezos showed an early interest in how 
things work, turning his parents’ garage into a lab-
oratory and rigging electrical contraptions around 
his house. He moved to Miami with his family as a 
teenager, where he developed a love for comput-
ers and graduated valedictorian of his high school. 
It was during high school that he started his first busi-
ness, the Dream Institute, an educational summer 
camp for fourth, fifth and sixth graders.
Bezos pursued his interest in computers at Princeton 
University, where he graduated summa cum laude 
in 1986 with a degree in computer science and 
electrical engineering. After graduation, he found 
work at several firms on Wall Street, including Fitel, 
Bankers Trust and the investment firm D.E. Shaw. It 
was there he met his wife, Mackenzie, and became 
the company’s youngest vice president in 1990. 
While his career in finance was extremely lucrative, 
Bezos chose to make a risky move into the nascent 
world of e-commerce. He quit his job in 1994, moved 
to Seattle and targeted the untapped potential of 
the internet market by opening an online bookstore.
Launching Amazon.com
Bezos set up the office for his fledgling company in 
his garage where, along with a few employees, he 
began developing software. They expanded oper-
ations into a two-bedroom house, equipped with 
three Sun Microstations, and eventually developed 
a test site. After inviting 300 friends to beta test the 
site, Bezos opened Amazon.com, named after the 
meandering South American River, on July 16, 1995.
Read More at:
ht tps : / /www.b iography .com/peop le/ je f f -
bezos-9542209
© David Burnett for TIME
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26Larry Page and Sergey Brin founded Goo-gle, the Internet search engine, while they were graduate students at Stanford Universi-ty in Palo Alto, California. Since its founding in 
1998, Google has become one of the most 
successful dot-com businesses in history. Both 
Page and Brin were reluctant entrepreneurs 
who were committed to developing their 
company on their own terms, not those dic-
tated by the prevailing business culture.
Not instant best friends
Page grew up in the East Lansing, Michigan, 
area, where his father, Carl Victor Page, was 
a professor of computer science at Michigan 
State University. The senior Page was also an 
early pioneer in the field of artificial intelli-
gence, and reportedly gave his young son his 
first computer when Larry was just six years old. 
Several years later Page entered the Univer-
sity of Michigan, where he earned an under-
graduate degree in engineering with a con-
centration in computer engineering.
His first jobs were at Advanced Management 
Systems in Washington, D.C., and then at a 
company called CogniTek in Evanston, Illinois.
An innovative thinker with a sense of humor as 
well, Page once built a working ink-jet printer 
out of Lego blocks. He was eager to advance 
in his career, and decided to study for a Ph.D 
degree. He was admitted to the prestigious 
doctoral program in computer science at 
Stanford University. On an introductory week-
end at the Palo Alto campus that had been 
arranged for new students, he met Sergey 
Brin. A native of Moscow, Russia, Brin was also 
the son of a professor, and came to the Unit-
ed States with his family when he was six. His 
father taught math at the University of Mary-
land, and it was from that school’s College 
Park campus that Brin earned an undergrad-
uate degree in computer science and math.
Brin was already enrolled in Stanford’s PhD 
program when Page arrived in 1995. As Brin 
explained to Robert McGarvey of Technology 
Review, “I was working on data mining, the 
idea of taking large amounts of data, analyz-
ing it for patterns and trying to extract rela-
tionships that are useful.” One weekend Brin 
was assigned to a team that showed the new 
doctoral students around campus, and Page 
was in his group. Industry lore claims they ar-
gued the whole time, but soon found them-
selves working together on a research project. 
That 1996 paper, “Anatomy of a Large-Scale 
Hypertextual Web Search Engine,” became 
the basis for the Google search engine.
Read more: http://www.notablebiographies.
com/news/Ow-Sh/Page-Larry-and-Brin-
Sergey.html#ixzz5FqodfQkZ
Larry Page & Sergey Brin
(1973 -) & (1973 -)
The “PayPal” Mafia
(1940 -) 
“PayPal Mafia” is a term used to indicate a group 
of former PayPal employees and founders who 
have since founded and developed additional 
technology companies[1] such as Tesla Motors, 
LinkedIn, Palantir Technologies, SpaceX, YouTube, 
Yelp, and Yammer.[2] Most of the members at-
tended Stanford University or University of Illinois at 
Urbana–Champaign at some point in their studies. 
Six members, Peter Thiel, Elon Musk, Reid Hoffman, 
Luke Nosek, Ken Howery, and Keith Rabois, have 
become billionaires.
History
Originally, PayPal was a money-transfer service of-
fered by a company called Confinity which was 
acquired by X.com in 1999. Later X.com was re-
named PayPal and purchased by eBay in 2002.
[3][4] The original PayPal employees had difficul-
ty adjusting to eBay’s more traditional corporate 
culture and within four years all but 12 of the first 50 
employees had left.[5] They remained connect-
ed as social and business acquaintances,[5] and 
a number of them worked together to form new 
companies in subsequent years. This group of Pay-
Pal alumni became so prolific that the term Pay-
Pal Mafia was coined.[3] The term[4][6] gained 
even wider exposure when a 2007 article in For-
tune magazine used the phrase in its headline and 
featured a photo of former PayPal employees in 
gangster attire.[4][7][8][9]
Read More at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PayPal_Mafia
© Fortune Magazine
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Mark Zuckerberg
(1984 -) 
Born on May 14, 1984, in White Plains, New York, 
Mark Zuckerberg co-founded the social-network-
ing website Facebook out of his college dorm 
room. He left Harvard after his sophomore year to 
concentrate on the site, the user base of which 
has grown to more than 2 billion people, making 
Zuckerberg a billionaire. The birth of Facebook 
was portrayed in the 2010 film The Social Network.
Early Life
Mark Elliot Zuckerberg was born on May 14, 1984, 
in White Plains, New York, into a comfortable, 
well-educated family, and raised in the nearby 
village of Dobbs Ferry. His father, Edward Zuck-
erberg, ran a dental practice attached to the 
family’s home. His mother, Karen, worked as a 
psychiatrist before the birth of the couple’s four 
children—Mark, Randi, Donna and Arielle.
Zuckerberg developed an interest in comput-
ers at an early age; when he was about 12, he 
used Atari BASIC to create a messaging program 
he named “Zucknet.” His father used the pro-
gram in his dental office, so that the receptionist 
could inform him of a new patient without yelling 
across the room. The family also used Zucknet to 
communicate within the house. Together with his 
friends, he also created computer games just for 
fun. “I had a bunch of friends who were artists,” 
he said. “They’d come over, draw stuff, and I’d 
build a game out of it.”
Read More at:
https://www.biography.com/people/mark-zuck-
erberg-507402
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Patrick Aievoli 
Patrick started his career in 1978 as a designer for local editorial and advertising 
companies. In 1984, he became a promotional designer at McGraw-Hill. During 
his time at McGraw-Hill Patrick helped in the creation of McGraw-Hill’s first inter-
active CD-ROM “Encyclopedia of Science and Technology” in 1987. Professor 
Aievoli has been a full-time academic since 1989 when he left his position as 
senior designer - print promotion, at the McGraw-Hill Book Company. 
In 1989 Prof. Aievoli started teaching full-time at SUNY Farmingdale immediately 
starting courses in multimedia. From 1990 to 1996 Prof. Aievoli completed his 
thesis on “The Use of New Media in Higher Education” culminating in an inter-
active art history CD-ROM featuring core and dynamic content along with a 
simplified suite of online learning tools. In 1998 he became a full-time faculty 
member at LIU Post in Brookville, NY
He became the director of the campus’ Interactive Multimedia Arts graduate 
program in 1999 and built the program from its start to it’s closing in 2018.
For the last 25 years Prof. Aievoli has helped several start-ups launch their inter-
active portfolios and has been in the online space developing websites, plat-
forms, interactive television products, and apps/games.
Although he is a dedicated academic, Professor Aievoli is still involved in the 
new media arena and has consulted for some of the metro area’s largest new 
media companies.
Client Roster (Partial)
Directly involved in the conception, creation and final production of numerous 
new media projects for companies:
• American Express
• Autism Academy
• FleetBoston
• McGraw-Hill Health Professions
• New York Islanders
• Verizon (NYNEX)
• TimeWarner/SONY
• Tommy Hilfiger USA
Recent Publications:
“Veal – breeding a new consumer class” 
2016, Zeabook
University of Nebraska at Lincoln 
Scholarly Library, Lincoln, Nebraska
 
“The Digital Incunabula: rock • paper • pixels” 
2015, Zeabook
University of Nebraska at Lincoln 
Scholarly Library, Lincoln, Nebraska
“on enterFrame” 
2008, Whittier Publications
Long Beach, NY
“Supporting the Aesthetic through Metaphorical Thinking”, 
2004, Journal of National Collegiate Honors Council
“Colliding Forces”, Chapter “Collide”, 
2004, McNabb and Kremer, Kendall Hunt 
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